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Competence Assessment as Learner Support
in Education
Cees van der Vleuten, Dominique Sluijsmans,
and Desiree Joosten-ten Brinke

28.1

Introduction

The assessment of professional competence has developed progressively in the last
decades following the changes occurring in education. Education has shifted from
an input model of education to an outcome-based model of education (Chappell
et al. 2000). Instead of requiring certain hours in a curriculum on certain disciplines
(the input model), modern education programmes are based on a defined set of outcomes or competencies (the output model). All courses and the assessment are then
aligned to these outcomes. A second major shift is that many of these outcomes or
competencies move beyond the knowledge domain, into more authentic professional skills or general competencies relevant for success in the labour market
(Semeijn et al. 2006). Being able to work in a team, being able to communicate,
being able to write academically and being able to behave professionally are examples of these general competencies. They are less domain specific, hence their general or generic nature. Both success and failure in the labour market are associated
with these kinds of skills (Heijke and Meng 2006). As a result modern curricula pay
more attention to the development of these skills. Finally, a third major change is a
didactical one, where education is moving from atomistic to holistic learning, from
teacher-centred learning to student-centred learning, from an exclusive focus on
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lecturing to more active learning methods and from highly teacher-led structured
learning to self-directed learning (Merrienboer and Kirschner 2007). The assessment of professional competence has followed these educational developments.
Therefore, assessment has moved beyond the knowledge domain, towards more
complex assessment of skills in authentic contexts. In the literature, a difference is
made to testing and assessment (Segers et al. 2003). Testing would refer to more
classic approach of standardized testing of mainly cognitive functions, whereas
assessment includes more modern forms and more authentic forms of assessment.
We prefer the term assessment as an overarching term for all forms of assessment in
which abilities of learners are assessed, whether conventional or modern and innovative and whether yielding quantitative or qualitative information. In this chapter
we will use three different perspectives on assessment to illustrate the implications
of educational developments for assessment practice: assessment of learning,
assessment for learning and assessment as learning.
In an assessment of learning perspective, the focus is on optimizing appropriate
decisions on our learners (Segers et al. 2003). This is associated in the literature
with the term summative assessment. Have our learners achieved certain educational standards? Can we account for taking the right decisions over them? The
emphasis is on the credibility of the decision-making function of assessment. In the
assessment of learning perspective, an overview will be given on various classes of
assessment methods, each assessing competence with different levels of authenticity. Subsequently, lessons learned are summarized from the research that has
emerged from these classes of assessment methods. This will cover issues of reliability, validity, objectivity and impact on learning. The overview will lead to a set
of general recommendations for assessment. One very central recommendation will
be that any individual assessment method will always be a compromise on its qualities and will have serious limitations.
In an assessment for learning perspective, the focus of assessment is on its effect
on learning (Black and Wiliam 2009). Does the assessment provide meaningful
feedback to learning? How does the assessment support the on-going learning process? How may assessment promote deeper learning strategies or certain developmental outcomes? We will provide an overview of the literature on assessment for
learning, also named formative assessment. More particularly, an overview will be
given of the most current methods used for formative assessment in the classroom
and the requirements for being effective for learning. The overview is informative
for teachers wishing to use assessment to guide learning.
Finally in an assessment as learning perspective, both the decision function and
the learning function are united in one single synthetic approach to assessment
(Clark 2010). Assessments are seen as an integral approach by looking at the design
of full assessment programmes. Limitations of individual assessment methods can
be overcome by looking at assessment from a programmatic approach. Comparable
to a curriculum, assessment programmes are planned, implemented, governed,
evaluated and adapted. We will discuss an approach to programmatic assessment in
which the perspectives of assessment of learning and assessment for learning will
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be intertwined. Finally, an illustration is given of an existing assessment practice
that was designed programmatically.
In the following, each assessment perspective is outlined. We will refrain from
providing methodological, theoretical or psychometric overviews in assessment.
Methodologically oriented theories of assessment are well developed and abundantly available (Zwick 2006; Kane 2001). Our intent is to provide assessment
insights on each perspective that may have direct relevance to educational
practice.

28.2
28.2.1

Perspective 1: Assessment of Learning
Classifying Methods of Assessment

In any method of assessment, we can make a distinction in the stimulus format and
the response format. The stimulus format is the kind of task one gives to the person
being assessed. A stimulus might be asking for a fact or it might be a rich scenario.
The response format is the way one captures the response. This could be a small
menu of options, a write-in response, a long essay, an oral form, etc. The number of
assessment methods resulting from combinations of stimulus and response formats
is really infinite and impossible to reproduce and explain. Instead we will use a very
simple model of competence to classify methods of assessment. Miller proposed a
pyramid of competence with four different layers (Miller 1990). Figure 28.1 gives
an overview of the layers of the pyramid and the way these layers can be assessed.
At the bottom of the pyramid is “knows” representing the assessment of factual
knowledge. This is mostly done through written or computer-based tests testing for
facts. Methods may range from multiple-choice tests, short answer tests or oral

Fig. 28.1 Miller’s pyramid of competence with each layer classifying methods of assessment
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examination testing for facts. Once a learner is able to use the knowledge and apply
it to cases or is able to solve or reason through problems, this is then called ‘knowing how’. Methods of assessment may be very similar to the first level in terms of
the response format, but now they typically rely on richer stimulus formats such as
cases, quizzes, problems or scenarios. Higher-order cognitive skills are assessed, in
which reasoning and application of knowledge is required. Open-book exams fall
into this category too (Koutselini Ioannidou 1997). Other examples are essays, oral
assessments where learners present cases or longer reports on project work or
research projects (Segers and Dochy 2001).
Where the first two levels assess cognitive skills, the top two layers assess behavioural performance. At the ‘shows how’ level, behaviour is assessed through a simulation of professional tasks that is being judged on checklists, rating scales or in
narrative forms. A widely known example is the assessment centre. Candidates are
presented with tasks in a simulated work setting and have to deal with these assignments professionally. Assessment centres are used in many different contexts such
as in career decisions in the police force (Feltham 1988), selection of naval officers
(Jones et al. 1991) and in business (Sagie and Magnezy 1997). In health sciences
such as medicine, dentistry and nursing, they use what is called Objective Structured
Clinical Examinations (OSCEs) (Petrusa 2002). An OSCE consists of several stations with each station presenting a different simulation. Candidates rotate through
these stations and a different examiner in each station scores the performance using
a checklist or a rating scale. In a number of countries in the world, these performance tests are part of national licencing examinations for medical students and are
used on a very wide scale in virtually all schools training health professionals. The
next level of competence, the ‘does’ level is when actual behavioural performance
is being assessed in real-life work settings. Work-based assessment can be assessed
indirectly, for example, by judging artefacts or products of the work, or directly by
judging observed performance. For example, an experienced teacher may observe a
student teacher while teaching in a classroom. Other typical instruments are ratings
by supervisors or ratings by multiple persons such as in the multisource feedback
(MSF) or 360° feedback. In the latter, a set of ratings is used from a range of relevant co-workers or clients or other relevant persons, providing quantitative (rating
scales) and qualitative information (narrative information) on the person being
assessed (Brett and Atwater 2001; Wood et al. 2006). This information is reported
back to the learner in an aggregated form and often complemented with a selfassessment. Another instrument that is rapidly gaining interest is the portfolio. In a
portfolio the burden of evidence is reversed from teacher to learner. Based on preset
criteria, usually derived from output definitions or competency definitions, the
learner has to demonstrate fulfilling these criteria through presenting evidence (artefacts, other assessment information, recorded activities) and by reflecting on the
evidence. Portfolios have gained tremendous popularity in virtually all fields of
education and several reviews on their value have been written (Butler 2007; Van
Tartwijk and Driessen 2009). What is important to note is that the first three layers
of Miller’s pyramid are about standardized testing technology, whereas the fourth
layer is on non-standardized assessment technology. In standardized assessment, all
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assessment conditions are as much standardized as possible for all test takers, even
the more authentic assessments in the third layer. When assessing in real practice,
standardization is impossible and assessment is based on more subjective, often
more holistic judgements in non-standardized conditions.

28.2.2

Principles of Assessment

Each of the layers of Fig. 28.1, in fact each of the instruments in each layer, could
be a full chapter, so it is impossible to be comprehensive here. Instead we are taking
a different meta-analytical approach and sketch the consistencies found in the
research that lead to principles of assessment of a more generic nature applying to
more than one or all assessment methods. We partly rely on the work of Van der
Vleuten et al. who sketched a number of these consistencies (Van der Vleuten et al.
2010). Table 28.1 summarizes a set of slightly modified principles for standardized
and non-standardized assessment, respectively, and we added practical consequences for its implications to educational practice. We will discuss Table 28.1
systematically.
One very consistent finding is that competence is specific and not generic.
Whatever is being measured and whatever method it is assessed with, competence
and resulting performance are contextually bound. If we sample one element of performance (in an item, or question, situation, station, scenario), that performance is
not very predictive for performance on another element. Therefore, many elements
need to be sampled in order to be able to make an inference on someone’s ability
independent of the sample used in the assessment. This is often referred to as the
reliability of an assessment or the reproducibility of the findings. The phenomenon
has been termed differently in different domains as content specificity or task variability (Swanson et al. 1995; Shavelson et al. 1993). Two elements in any assessment
‘disagree’ considerably about the performance of a learner, and therefore we need
many elements in any assessment. How many elements are needed varies from
method to method and from situation to situation. By looking at overall testing time
from various methods across Miller’s pyramid at least 3 to 4 h of testing time is
required to produce stable findings (Van der Vleuten and Schuwirth 2005). Therefore,
shorter tests will deliver quite a few false positive and negative decisions. The practical implication is that we should sample contexts or test elements as much as possible within one particular assessment. For example, in an assessment centre, one
cannot rely on sampling a few situations. In order to make a confident decision on the
competence of an individual, we need many situations, often requiring more than 3
or 4 h of testing time in total. We should therefore be careful with one moment of
assessment. We should preferably combine information from different assessments
or from assessments over time. One measure is really no measure, at least when pass/
fail decisions need to be taken that have serious consequences for the learner.
At the same time, it has been found that content specificity equally affects all
method of assessment, so one instrument is not really inherently better than another
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Table 28.1 Consistencies in assessment research and their practical implications
Standardized assessment
Assessing ‘knows’, ‘knows how’,
‘shows how’
Competence is context specific, not
generic

Objectivity is not the same as reliability

What is being measured is more
determined by the stimulus format than
by the response format
Validity can be ‘built-in’

Unstandardized assessment
Assessing ‘does’
Bias is an inherent characteristic of
professional judgement
Validity lies in the users of the
instruments, more than in the
instruments
Qualitative, narrative information carries
a lot of weight
Feedback use needs educational
scaffolding

Overall
No single method is perfect

Practical implications
Broadly sample performance across content within
each assessment
Combine information across assessment or across
time
Avoid high-stake decision on a single assessment
Use holistic professional judgement when it is
needed
Use many subjective judgements in combination
Any method may assess higher-order skills
Produce stimulus formats that are as authentic as
possible (scenarios, cases, etc.)
Organize quality assurance cycles in item and test
development
Use peer review
Use psychometric information
Use student input
Practical implications
Use sampling to reduce systematic errors
Use procedural measures to reduce unsystematic
errors that build to the credibility of the judgement
Prepare and train assessors and learners for their
role in the assessment
Create working conditions that embed assessment
possibilities
Use words for assessing complex skills
Be aware of unwanted side effects of quantified
information
Create feedback dialogues
Create feedback follow-up
Create meaningful relations between teacher and
learners
Practical implications
Vary in use of assessment methods
Combine information from multiple assessment
sources
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instrument in terms of reliability (Van der Vleuten et al. 1991). Methods of assessment that are traditionally considered to be more objective do just as well (or just as
poor) as more subjective methods, all depending on the sampling. Objective assessments (e.g. an MCQ exam) can be unreliable when it samples only a few items,
while more subjective formats (e.g. an oral examination) can be reliable when it
uses sufficient samples of content and assessors. Usually in standardized assessment, two assessment contexts ‘disagree’ more on the ability of a learner than two
assessors. Therefore, when multiple contexts are being used for wider sampling and
different assessors are used for the different contexts, reliable scores and decisions
can be achieved. Yet in other words, reliability is not the same as objectivity and
should not be confused. It implies that whenever professional judgement is inherently required, we should use it and not avoid it. Professional judgement is needed
to assess complex skills (e.g. poetry writing, writing a scientific text) or complex
performances (e.g. dealing with a client, communication in a team, a musical performance, a surgical intervention, etc.). Professional judgement may come from an
expert but also from peers or co-workers. Sometimes the professional judgement
comes from the self.
Sometimes teachers make claims on the virtues of certain methods as if methods
of assessment have a fixed inherent validity. However, what is being measured is
more determined by the stimulus format than by the response format (Schuwirth and
van der Vleuten 2004). The task in the assessment that is given to the learner defines
much more what is being measured than the way we capture the response. So, for
example, open-ended question may assess factual recall (Miller level 1) and a
multiple-choice item may assess problem solving (Miller level 2), all depending on
what is being asked in the question itself. Whether the response is a short menu (like
in the MCQ) or an open answer has relatively little impact on what is being assessed.
The practical implication is that we should be more mindful about the stimulus
format rather than the response format. In educational practice, often the reverse is
the case and choices are often based on naïve assumptions about inherent qualities
of an assessment method. Authentic tasks are typically used for assessing higherorder skills. The way these authentic tasks are written and presented to the learner
is really important for being able to assess these higher-order skills. They can be
operationalized in virtually every response format.
Many in-house assessments in educational practice suffer from quality
(Jozefowicz et al. 2002). Quality assurance around item and test development has a
dramatic effect on the quality of the assessment (Verhoeven et al. 1999). Therefore,
much of the validity can be built into the assessment. Quality assurance can be done
before and after a test administration. Measures before test administration may
include peer reviewing of test material; piloting test material; developing scoring
standards, checklists or scoring rubrics; training of assessors; and choosing an
appropriate standard setting method (Cizek 2001). After test administration, item
and test statistics may be used for deciding to drop poor performing items. Student
comments may be quite useful for that purpose as well. When psychometric expertise is available, tests may be corrected for difficulty variations and scores of items
and students expressed on a similar standardized scale. All these measures have a
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tremendous effect on the quality of the assessment. Naturally, they are also resource
intensive. However, assessments without any quality control, as it is often the case
in educational practice, risk poor quality leading to invalid assessment. High-quality
test material is expensive. One resource saving strategy is to share test material
across institutions within domains. Within the medical domain, for example, assessment alliances are created that share written and performance-based assessments
across member institutions, both nationally (www.medschools.ac.uk) and internationally (www.idealmed.org). Unfortunately, cross-institutional collaborations
occur rarely in educational practice.
That assessment drives learning has been documented since very long time
(Frederiksen 1984). A distinction is made in pre-, post- and pure learning effects
(Dochy et al. 2007). A learner will prepare for an assessment (pre-learning effect) or
may learn from the feedback of the assessment (post-learning effect). Experimental
research has shown a consistent effect that when instruction is paired with assessment, learner performance is improved (Karpicke and Roediger 2008). This is the
pure learning effect also called the testing effect. It has proven to be a robust effect
across a range of different educational settings (McDaniel et al. 2007) and different
methods of assessment (Agarwal et al. 2008), including performance assessment
(Kromann et al. 2009). Pre-learning effects can be very diverse and often promoting
poor learning strategies (Cilliers et al. 2012). Providing feedback to promote a postlearning effect may not always be effective. This will be further discussed in the
section on the assessment for learning perspective.
Unstandardized assessment directly assessing performance in work settings (the
stimulus format) completely relies on professional judgement of assessors having
observed the learner. This is usually captured by holistic judgements using generic
rating scales, questionnaires or narrative comments (the response format). As soon
as holistic judgement is used, bias is introduced. For example, the ‘failure to fail’ is
a well-known problem in performance assessment (Dudek et al. 2005). Assessors
tend not to use the lower end of a rating scale, probably due to adverse consequences of a negative judgement. This is the ‘leniency effect’ in performance
assessment. There are many other rater effects and those are probably all in operation when a holistic performance judgement is made (Murphy and Cleveland 1995).
Assessors are not passive instruments, who can be easily calibrated to represent a
‘true score’ as assumed in psychometric theory (Govaerts et al. 2007). Their judgement will be influenced by their personal experience and expertise, by the work
context and by the relationship with the person being assessed (Berendonk et al.
2013). Therefore, bias is a natural given in any form of judgement. The classic
response to the reduction of bias is to ‘harness’ the judgement by making it more
analytical, for example, by standardizing the performance task, by formulating
strict performance criteria operationalized in checklists, followed by training programmes trying to calibrate the assessors. Performance observation in real practice
is by definition not standardized. In the same vein, complex skills (e.g. communication, collaboration, professionalism, leadership) are extremely difficult to define in
atomistic elements. Attempts to such definitions lead to reductionist representations
of the construct being assessed and when implemented in assessment practices then
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lead to trivial performance by learners complying with the strict criteria. In habitual
performance assessment, we need other strategies to deal with the natural inherent
bias. We suggest two approaches.
The first applies the first principle discussed and that is sampling. By sampling a
number of observations from different assessors, variation between assessors will
average out. This is confirmed by considerable research. Several studies based on
large data sets indicate that very reasonable performance samples lead to sufficient
reliability (Wilkinson et al. 2008; Moonen-van Loon et al. 2013). For example, if
we assess the performance of a learner in a practice setting, we need some eight
observations (Van der Vleuten and Schuwirth 2005). Similarly, if we assess the
performance of a learner through a multisource feedback, somewhere between six
and ten raters may suffice (Wood et al. 2006). Sampling may therefore be an important strategy for reducing assessor bias.
A second strategy is of a completely different nature and applies particularly
when information is aggregated across different (assessment) sources into a highstake pass/fail or promotion decision. Driessen et al. (2005) suggest using procedural strategies that are derived from qualitative research to build rigour to the
assessment. An example may clarify this. When a portfolio is used for aggregating
relevant information on the performance of a learner, that portfolio needs to be
judged. It is possible to think of many procedural measures that bring credibility or
trustworthiness to a decision made over the quality of the portfolio (qualitative
research strategy in brackets):
– Having a committee of (independent) experts (stepwise replication)
– Increasing size of the committee (stepwise replication)
– Tailored increased volume of expert judgement and deliberation proportional to
uncertainty of information at hand (triangulation)
– Justification of decisions (thick description)
– Appeal procedures (audit)
– Previous feedback cycles (making decisions unsurprising) (prolonged
engagement)
– Incorporation of learner view (member checking)
– Training of examiners (prolonged engagement)
– Scrutiny of committee inconsistencies (structural coherence)
In this way, an essentially subjective professional judgement is fortified alternatively, not by standardization neither by objectification but by due process measures. By doing so the holistic nature of what is being assessed is maintained, and
trivialization of the learning processes to achieve these complex skills is avoided. In
essence, what is important is not to ban subjective judgements from the assessment
process as is done traditionally but to use professional judgement whenever they are
appropriate. Professional judgement is the core of expertise in many professional
domains, so should it be in assessment as well whenever it is appropriate.
In unstandardized assessment, formative and summative functions are typically
combined, and feedback is given to the learner (Norcini and Burch 2007). Therefore,
the role of the interaction between assessor and learner is crucial for the success of
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unstandardized assessment. The way feedback is given and received really
determines the value and the quality of the assessment. Unlike standardized assessment where we enhance quality through quality assurance (we can ‘sharpen’ the
instrument), in unstandardized assessment the users of the instrument are eminently
important (so we have to ‘sharpen’ the people involved). Both feedback giving and
feedback reception are skills that need to be developed. In a study on the success of
implementing work-based assessment on a large scale in postgraduate medical
training, buy-in from the supervisors was key to the success of it (Fokkema et al.
2013). When the people are important, then we need to invest in them. Capacity
building becomes important. Teachers, supervisors, co-workers and learners themselves need to be prepared and trained for their role in the assessment. The purpose
is less to standardize or to calibrate assessors but to make them effective feedback
givers. Teaching and assessment roles become very intertwined.
A famous quote by Einstein states: Not everything that counts can be counted,
and not everything that can be counted counts. Assessment is traditionally associated with quantification, with numbers, scores and grades. Complex skills and
behaviours, however, are very difficult to quantify, and when so they provide little
information for feedback and remediation (Shute 2008). Research shows that learners appreciate narrative feedback because it is more useful to them (Govaerts et al.
2005; Ellis et al. 2008; Pelgrim et al. 2011). In performance assessment therefore
narrative information carries a lot weight. Narrative information provides the
nuance that numbers are not able to provide. Putting a metric on something that is
hard to capture in a metric may again lead to reductionist practices, for example,
students hunting for grades, not accepting lower grades or adherence to the bare
minimum only. The implication is that we should invite assessors to use narratives,
to describe behaviours in their feedback whenever that is appropriate. With performance assessment, we slowly move from numbers to words, a movement that may
have quite some implications (Govaerts and Van der Vleuten 2013).
Research indicates that the provision of feedback does not guarantee its use
(Hattie and Timperley 2007; Harrison et al. 2013). A lot of feedback is simply
ignored (Hattie and Timperley 2007), all depending on the kind of feedback (Shute
2008), its credibility and the culture in which it is given (Watling et al. 2013;
Harrison et al. 2014). Emotions also play an important role (Sargeant et al. 2008) as
well as reflection on the feedback (Sargeant et al. 2009). We may conclude that
effective feedback needs to be scaffolded by educational arrangements in which
reflection and follow-up occur. One way of scaffolding is to create dialogues around
feedback in social interactions. This can be done in peer groups or by mentoring.
Building entrusted relationships, such as in mentoring, in which feedback and follow-up are discussed with learners is a very powerful approach to feedback use
(Driessen and Overeem 2013).
Finally, there is no best method of assessment; there is no magical bullet that can
do it all. Every single assessment approach or method will always be a compromise
on its quality characteristics (Van der Vleuten 1996). No single method may cover
the entire competency pyramid, no single method may be perfectly reliable, and no
single method may provide all encompassing feedback. Good assessment requires
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a combination of different assessment methods. To assess the entire competency
pyramid, we need multiple methods and we need to combine information across
multiple assessment sources.

28.3

Perspective 2: Assessment for Learning

The first assessment perspective discussed important features of assessment of
learning. When students have passed a test that is used to make summative decisions, for example, certification, they tend to ignore the feedback coming from it
(Harrison et al. 2013, 2014). The practical implications are manifold, both practically and conceptually. From a practical perspective, it is important to align the
instructional objectives with the way the assessment is done. When curriculum
objectives and the assessment are misaligned, the assessment generally prevails, in
many times leading to undesirable learning strategies by students. It is important
therefore to verify the effect of assessment on the learning of students. From a conceptual viewpoint, the close link between assessment and learning invites us to
think about assessment as part of the instructional arrangement and as part of the
learning process (Boud and Falchikov 2007). This is the assessment for learning
concept, the second assessment perspective in this chapter. Viewing assessment as
an educational design problem has phenomenal consequences. How does the assessment fit in the instructional plan? How is feedback given and used? What does the
scheduling need to be in time? How do methods map to certain competencies to be
achieved? And so on. Assessment as an educational design issue needs further
attention and more research. In the following, we will clarify the concept of assessment for learning and discuss strategies that teachers and students can use in making
assessment beneficial and motivating for learning.

28.3.1

Strategies to Enhance Assessment for Learning

To define assessment for learning, we will refer to the definition of the Assessment
Reform Group: ‘Assessment for learning is part of everyday practice by students,
teachers and peers that seeks, reflects upon and responds to information from dialogue, demonstration and observation in ways that enhance ongoing learning’
(Assessment Reform Group 2002). This definition implies that assessment for
learning can vary on a continuum from informal ‘on the fly’ activities – which
means that teachers and students continuously interact during the assessment process – to formal embedded activities that are consciously organized, for example, a
self- or peer assessment (Shavelson et al. 2008). Particularly the following situations are illustrative for assessment for learning (Clark 2010):
– Students are engaged in a process that focuses on metacognitive strategies.
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Table 28.2 Strategies to enhance formative assessment
Strategies
Providing feedup,
feedback and
feedforward
Rich questioning
Assessment
dialogues

Reflective lessons

Self-assessment
Peer assessment

Rubrics

Formative use of
summative
assessment

Role in formative assessment
Closing the gap between what learners already know and what they
have to know by providing information to the learner that changes or
stimulates behaviour
Provides insight in learners’ thinking to enable timely interventions, to
refute misconceptions and promote deeper learning
Effective for clarifying learning objectives and the establishment of
criteria for success by scaffolding information. Helpful in gathering
information about students’ understanding and to ensure that students
achieve the learning objectives
A well-considered combination of several assessments in one lesson to
gather information about the development of the learners to choose the
next step of instruction
Provides the learner with information about his or her progression by
relating products to learning objectives
The involvement of peer learners in the assessment of a learner’s
progression stimulates the understanding of learning objectives and
criteria
By describing the levels of attainment for different criteria,
transparency is provided to communicate about criteria and
expectations
Evaluating summative assessments with students provides insight in
what learners know and what they not yet know

– Students are supported in their efforts to think about their own thinking.
– Understand the relationship between their previous performance, their current
understanding and clearly defined success criteria.
– Positioned as the agent improving and initiating their own learning.
Assessment for learning is often referred to as formative assessment. Formative
assessments might be integrated in all learning situations and enhance all the teacher
and learner activities that provide information that can be used to adjust learning.
The most effective strategies for formative assessment are described in a thorough
review (Sluijsmans et al. 2013). These strategies are summarized in Table 28.2. We
will discuss four strategies in more detail: feedback, self-assessment, peer assessment and rubrics.

28.3.2

Feedback

Feedback is seen as the most effective method to make assessments formative.
Formative feedback represents information communicated to the learner that is
intended to modify the learner’s thinking or behaviour for the purpose of improving
learning (Shute 2008). Feedback becomes formative when students are provided
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with scaffolded instruction or thoughtful questioning that served as a prompt for
further enquiry, which then closes the gap between their current level of understanding and the desired learning goal (Clark 2010). Effective feedback includes two
types of information: verification and elaboration. Verification is defined as the
simple judgement of whether an answer is correct (also known as knowledge of
results). Elaboration is the informational – and therefore more formative – aspect of
the message that provides relevant cues to guide the learner towards a correct
answer. Feedback will be effective if it answers three questions asked by a teacher
and/or by a learner: Where am I going? How am I going? and Where to next?
(Hattie and Timperley 2007). This gives subsequently information about the understanding of the learning objectives (feed up), information about the progress made
towards the learning objectives (feedback) and information about the activities that
need to be done to make progress (feed forward).
Providing feedback may not always be effective. There should be a coordinated
plan with clear and decisive statements regarding feedback scope and functions,
content, timing, presentation, conditions and the actors (Narciss 2013). Black and
Wiliam distinguish three main actors playing a role in answering these three questions: the teacher, the learners and the peers (Black and Wiliam 2009). The teacher
plays a role in clarifying and sharing learning intentions and criteria for success,
engineering effective classroom discussions and other learning tasks that elicit evidence of learners understanding and providing feedback that moves learners forward. The peers are instructional resources for one another, and the learner is the
owner of his own learning.
Shute (2008) provides a very interesting overview of guidelines that can be taken
into account in feedback practice. This overview presents guidelines in terms of:
things to do, things to avoid, timing issues and learner characteristics.

28.3.3

Self-Assessment

To become successful lifelong learning professionals, students are required to keep
up with the latest developments in their expertise and to engage in a variety of tasks
that foster continuous self-improvement (Bjork 1999; Boud 2000). Excellent sportsmen serve as a classic example of learners who continuously improve their performance by setting new goals and persisting to achieve these. Self-assessment is
effective to foster self-improvement driven by the central question: How can I
improve previous performances? (Eva and Regehr 2005). Self-assessment refers to
the involvement of learners in making judgements about their own learning, particularly about their achievements and the outcomes of their learning (Boud and
Falchikov 1989). Self-assessment is not a new technique, but a way of increasing
the role of students as active participants in their own learning (Black and Wiliam
2009), and is mostly used for formative assessment in order to foster reflection on
one’s own learning processes and results. In a self-improvement model, students are
presented with professional tasks that need to learn. For the self-assessment,
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students are encouraged to select task aspects they would like to improve. After the
assessment, students can self-assess their performance based on the selected task
aspects and predefined standards. A new learning cycle starts when further development is needed. Most surprisingly, in research on self-assessment, this cyclic process of self-improvement is rarely used (Falchikov and Boud 1989; Gordon 1991).
As a consequence, professional development becomes a unique learning path for
each individual learner (Handfield‐Jones et al. 2002). However, self-improvement
assumes self-regulated learners, who are able to self-assess their performance (Boud
1990; Zimmerman 1990). Unfortunately, to date there is little empirical evidence
that (starting) professionals are indeed capable of continually self-regulating their
self-improvement process (Kruger and Dunning 1999; Regehr and Eva 2006).
Abundant research has shown that we are poor self-assessors (Eva and Regehr
2005), so self-assessment should always be triangulated to other forms of
assessment.

28.3.4

Peer Assessment

Falchikov defines peer assessment as the process through which groups of individuals rate their peers (Falchikov 1995). This exercise may or may not entail previous
discussion or agreement over criteria. It may involve the use of rating instruments
or checklists which have been designed by others before the peer assessment exercise or designed by the user group to meet its particular needs. Extensive literature
reviews show that peer assessment is predominantly quantitative, such as peer ranking, peer nomination and peer rating (Sluijsmans et al. 2002; Van Zundert et al.
2010). However, for peer assessment to be effective for learning, it is recommendable that peer assessment is approached as a complex professional skill that requires
intensive training. An example how students can be trained in peer assessment skills
and how this affects learning can be found in Sluijsmans et al. (2002). First, they
conducted a literature review and expert interviews to make an overview of the
important peer assessment skills. This resulted in a peer assessment model in which
three main skills are taken into account. These skills are (1) defining assessment
criteria, thinking about what is required and referring to the product or process; (2)
judging the performance of a peer, reflecting upon and identifying the strengths and
weaknesses in a peer’s product and writing an assessment report; and (3) providing
feedback for future learning, giving constructive feedback about the product of a
peer. Subsequently, a training programme for peer assessment was designed according to instructional design principles. This training programme consists of a number
of peer assessment tasks, which are fully embedded in the curriculum. The study
revealed that the qualitative assessment reports written by the students showed that
the experimental groups surpassed the control groups in the quality of the assessment skill. As a result of the training, students from the experimental groups also
scored significantly higher grades for the end products of the course than students
from the control groups.
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Rubrics

For constructive alignment, rubrics are a good tool to support assessment for learning as well as assessment of learning. Rubrics are very suited to assessment for
learning as they can be made or adapted for many levels and provide both criteria
and learning objectives. Although they appear in many forms and sizes, the bestknown type is a grid, which allows teachers to align levels of performance with
criteria by using descriptors. The descriptive language that explains characteristics
of work or performance at increasing levels of quality makes rubrics informative
tools for feedup, feedback and feed forward. By using them in a general way, they
become efficient tools in assessment programmes as they judge quality across similar tasks for different courses. Rubrics allow teachers to communicate about standards and aims in a coherent and clear way. The transparency provided by rubrics
can be used to support feedback and self- and peer assessment. Providing a rubric
with samples of strong and weak work increases the transparency. A rubric provides
insight in the complexity of a task and helps learners in answering the questions of
where they are and what they have to do next to achieve higher quality (Burke
2008). In order to develop a feeling of ownership, it is a good idea to try and develop
a rubric together with teachers and learners. Bottom-up use of rubrics, which implies
the development of a rubric together with teachers and learners, is preferred above
top-down use of rubrics. The bottom-up use results in feelings of ownership and a
more and better understanding of the learning objectives (Burghout 2012). Arter
and Chappuis identify the following basic steps in developing rubrics: (1) identify
aims/learning objectives, (2) identify observable attributes that you want to see (and
don’t want to see) demonstrated, (3) brainstorm characteristics that describe each
attribute and find ways to describe levels for each attribute, (4) write precise descriptors for lowest level and highest level, (5) write descriptors for the remaining (intermediate) levels and (6) collect samples of work which exemplify each level to
become benchmarks (Arter and Chappuis 2006). Providing feedup, feedback and
feed forward in combination with the use of rubrics is a strong combination of tools
for assessment for learning. It can be used in supporting other formative methods
like self-assessment, peer assessment, reflective lessons and assessment dialogues.

28.4
28.4.1

Perspective 3: Assessment as Learning
A Programmatic Approach Where Assessment
of and for Learning Are Merged

The literature on assessment is virtually all geared towards the study of individual
assessment methods and how to optimize them. As is clear from the above, every
individual method of assessment has clear limitations and is far from perfect. This
led to the suggestion to not optimize the individual method but to optimize the
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collection of methods in a programme of assessment (Van der Vleuten and Schuwirth
2005). In a programme of assessment, methods of assessment are purposefully
selected, mainly because of their intended positive effect on learning (Schuwirth
and Van der Vleuten 2011). A curriculum is a good metaphor. In the past a curriculum consisted of individual teachers or departments each doing their course or module with little integration across courses. The set of courses made up the curriculum,
and the integration was left to the learner when confronted to professional tasks or
to work. Modern curricula are planned according to a master plan, are integrated,
are governed, are evaluated and are modified accordingly. The same strategy can be
taken with assessment. Within a curriculum a set of assessment methods are chosen
deliberately and coherently based on intended learning effects. Any method of
assessment may be used (classic or modern) all depending on its purpose within the
total assessment programme. For example, one deliberately requires learners to
present here, to verbalize there, to synthesize then, to write up subsequently and so
on so forth. The programme is evaluated regularly and modified accordingly. After
the suggestion to start thinking in assessment programmes, Baartman et al. developed a set of criteria of assessment programmes (Baartman et al. 2006) and a selfevaluation instrument to judge the quality of these programmes (Baartman et al.
2011). Dijkstra et al. (2012) continued to develop a set of 73 guidelines for designing assessment programmes (Dijkstra et al. 2012). Van der Vleuten et al. (2012)
proposed a model of what has been called programmatic assessment. We will
describe this model and end with an illustration of an implementation of the model
in a concrete setting.

28.4.2

Key Elements of Programmatic Assessment

In programmatic assessment, a number of basic tenets are formulated that are
inspired on the set of principles that are formulated earlier (Table 28.1):
– Each individual assessment moment is but one datapoint.
– Each individual datapoint may consist of any method, is closely linked to the
educational programme and always provides meaningful feedback to the learner.
– A continuum of stakes replaces the formative-summative distinction.
– Stakes and number of datapoints are proportionally related; a single datapoint is
by definition low stake.
– Information is aggregated across datapoints and across meaningful entities (usually a competency framework).
– Learners are supported in feedback use and follow-up (usually through a mentoring system).
– High-stake (promotion or selection) decisions are based on many datapoints and
are taken by a (independent) committee.
In this model individual datapoints of assessment are maximally optimized for
learning. Every assessment provides feedback to the learner in whatever way that is
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appropriate within that method (quantitative and/or qualitative). The individual
datapoint is low stake. Usually, pass/fail decisions are not taken. The individual
datapoint serves to provide information on the learner, not on pass/fail decisionmaking. The decision-making on passing or failing is done at the programme level
when many datapoints are gathered. High-stake decisions, for example, promotion
to the next year, are ideally preceded by intermediate decisions on learner progress.
The high-stake decision-making should not really come as a surprise to the learner.
Learners reflect on their feedback and progress. They are supported in that process
through a dialogue, usually a mentor. Progress is discussed regularly and plans are
made for further study. This may include remediation on certain elements that have
shown insufficient progress. The collection of datapoints is meaningfully aggregated, for example, across certain competencies and assessed by a committee of
experts. Committee deliberation will be proportional to the clarity of the information being assessed. If the assessment information triangulates in a clear picture
(which will be the case for the far majority of learners), then the decision-making
will be a swift process. On the other hand, more difficult cases will require the committee to deliberate extensively. The ultimate decision taken can be justified and
defended by the committee.

28.4.3

A Best Practice of Programmatic Assessment

An illustration may provide more clarity on programmatic assessment. Maastricht
University has a graduate entry programme in medicine. This is a 4-year training
programme in medicine and research. On top of the medical degree, students receive
a Master of Science degree in clinical research. Matriculating students have a previous bachelor or master degree in any of the biological sciences (n = 50). The first 2
years consist of theoretical training through problem-based learning, the latter 2
years of clinical work-based learning and research projects. The curriculum and the
assessment are structured according to a competency framework (CanMEDS)
(Frank and Danoff 2007). Within units, the assessment consists of traditional endof-unit assessment (in written or oral form), assignments and projects and peer and
tutor assessment. All assessment is feedback oriented. There are no pass/fail decisions. On top of the modular assessment, there is continuous longitudinal assessment. One form is through progress testing (Wrigley et al. 2012). A progress test is
a comprehensive multiple-choice test representing the end objectives of medical
training and contains all disciplines. Most items are problem-oriented scenarios.
One could compare a progress test to a final examination, but that final examination
is given to all the students in the curriculum. This is repeated four times per year.
Every new test has newly written items. Students cannot really prepare for a progress test. What would they study? Anything can be asked. There is also no need to
study for it as well. If a student regularly studies, scores will grow automatically.
Every 3 months all students can see how they have grown in total and in all parts of
the blueprint (disciplines and organ system categories). Feedback is provided
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through an online system where students may analyse their (longitudinal) performance in any area. Progress testing provides a wealth of information to the learner
on their achievements in the cognitive domain, while at the same time prevents testdirected studying for the short term. Another longitudinal assessment is the assessment on their competencies through self, peer and tutor assessment. During their
workplace attachments, they are regularly observed and feedback is given. A number of different work-based instruments are used (direct observation instruments,
multisource feedback, video assessment, assignments and project assessments). The
student assembles all the feedback in an electronic portfolio. The portfolio is a portal that serves as a repository, an organizer for feedback reception (e.g. forms may
be completed on hand-held devices; feedback questionnaires are distributed to
assessors), and aggregates information across different assessment sources into
competency-based quantitative and qualitative feedback reports. Every student has
a mentor who has access to the portfolio. The mentor and the student regularly
meet. Progress is discussed and (remediation) plans are being made and monitored.
At the end of the academic year, the portfolio is assessed for promotion to the next
year. The mentor writes a recommendation that may be annotated by the student.
The pass/fail (and distinction) decision is given by a committee. The committee
consists of all mentors, but in the actual decision-making, the own mentor of the
student has no say. The committee extensively deliberates only on a few cases.
Students may appeal to committee decisions.
The programmatic assessment model optimizes both learning and decisionmaking. Learning is optimized because the assessment is information rich. Measures
are taken that facilitate the use of feedback. Self-directed learning is facilitated by
continuous reflection and feedback. Remediation, as opposed to the classic repetition (in resits or in redoing the course), is an on-going and personalized process. The
decision function is removed from the individual datapoint, and therefore reliability
is of less concern. The biggest concern at the individual datapoint is the provision
of meaningful information for learning. The decision-making function is optimized
due to the use of many (rich) datapoints. Such richness of information can never be
replaced by any other single assessment such as a final examination. Programmatic
assessment has been implemented in a number of settings across the world, albeit in
health-related fields so far (Dannefer 2013; Bok et al. 2013). The first research
shows that programmatic assessment may work in higher education (Bok et al.
2013; Heeneman et al. Under editorial review), but the quality of implementation is
kernel to its success. Getting high-quality feedback from teachers or fieldwork
supervisors is a challenge. Creating and getting buy-in from teachers are important.
The users (both teachers and learners) should understand the assessment function
and their role in the assessment. Convincing teachers, for example, that they may
not fail students is not an easy task. Cost is another issue to consider. Giving feedback takes time; a mentorship programme is resource intensive. Programmatic
assessment should therefore be part of a full curriculum concept, where the assessment is part of the learning concept. When fully integrated in the learning concept,
assessment as learning will be achieved. When implemented carefully, learners tend
to become real feedback seekers (Altahawi et al. 2012).
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Conclusions

In this chapter we outlined three perspectives on assessment and their implications
for educational practice: assessment of learning – with a focus on making sound and
reliable decisions about students’ learning – and assessment for and as learning,
both focused on enhancing students’ further professional learning. Figure 28.2,
which is based on the model presented by Clark (2010), summarizes the main messages regarding each perspective in relation to the triangle assessment, curriculum
and learning/teaching. From Fig. 28.2, two important conclusions can be drawn. A
first conclusion is that assessment of, for and as learning can and should be aligned
within the whole educational system. When this alignment is assured, appropriate
decisions about students’ professional learning can be made which are also informative for subsequent learning in which students are seen as active participants who
are made responsible for their own learning. A second conclusion is that strong
assessment practice involves intense collaboration between students, staff and

CURRICULUM

assessmentresults are
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quality
assurance
around item and
test development
is used for
continuous
improvement of
the assessment
program

self-directed
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the use of many
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ASSESSMENT AS LEARNING
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design and evaluation of
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and the working
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learning goals
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ASSESSMENT

Fig. 28.2 Assessment of, for and as learning to assure constructive alignment (Clark 2010;
Adapted by the authors)
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working field. Since many professions evolve rapidly, a well thought-out quality
assurance system is needed in which learning goals, and the consequences for
assessment design are evaluated on a regular basis.
We hope we clarified our basic view on how assessment may support the learner
and the learning process. In all sectors of education and in all parts of the world,
competency-based assessment is being introduced. Our educational philosophy has
moved from a behaviourist view on learning to a constructivist view on learning.
But many assessment practices are still behaviouristic and more appropriate for a
mastery learning conception. Given the driving effect of assessment on learning, we
would argue that the success of introducing competency-based education depends
on the quality of the assessment in such education. Competency-based education
addresses learning of complex skills. Competencies typically have a behavioural
aspect that can only be assessed through observation and professional judgement.
Such skills can only be developed with vertical integration in longitudinal lines of
training with proper feedback cycles and follow-up. Assessment may provide and
should provide the right scaffold for this learner support. To be successful, assessment should be part of the design process of a training programme, intrinsically
linked to the on-going education, providing feedback for learner support and providing accumulating information for monitoring and decision-making over learner
progress.
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